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Building a business on Biblical principles requires a change of perspective. One essential attitude that is essential for Christian leaders is to practice excellence at all times and in all situations. The apostle Paul wrote these critical words in Colossians 3:23,24. Know your priorities. Live life and run your business with purpose and vision. Profit is powerful. Profit used well can lead to both success and significance. A biblical principle that Christian leaders must follow is to build businesses that have a profit with a purpose. Jesus asked his followers in Mark 8:36 "What good is it for someone to gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul?" This verse teaches a powerful principle that every Christian leader should follow. Following Biblical principles about dating is tough, but its reward is sweet and happiness. Christians are not supposed to do what is easy. We are expected to do what is right. God outlined basic principles that we should follow if we want to have a more fulfilling relationship with one another. It is up to us to follow these principles and reap its many benefits. Advertisements. Like this post?